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ByBase 6 provides the programming functions of BySoft 7 in madeshift
programs as interactive user input. ByBase 6 also supportsvending, bar

feeding, and various systems for the inverse cutting ofpipes and profiles.
ByBase 6 offers fully configurable parameter settings for thebending,

trimming, and the stacking of metal. Meanwhile, ByBase 6facilitates the
optimization and the execution of the cutting process,from the incoming CAD

files to the associated logistics. BySoft 7 enables the creation of all
manufacturing-relatedinfographics and automation software. Just imagine,
BySoft 7 has all thefunctions that can be used on a daily basis with other

CAMsystems, such as basic, CAD, milling, press, milling, and
varioustechnology. Using multiple bending steps makes it possible for

Bystronic tocomplete the required part in one process step. For example, the
upperhemisphere and the lower hemisphere of the part can be bent in a

singleprocess step. Through the use of multiple processes, cutting speedson
average, processing volume and production times can be

significantlyincreased. For example, 2.3 times greater cutting speeds and 0.9
timesincreased processing volumes. Cutting plans are a very good example of

the possibilities of a CAMDigital Machine. The material is automatically and
optimally, fromwhatever combination of methods is required, sliced. BySoft 7
with itesthe process of milling, bending, welding, back-stitching, folding, foil...
BySoft 7 has a cutting and bending sequence functions, forexamples, it lets

you select an existing sequence of bending methods, cre-ates a Bending Code
out of it, and then directly applies it to thepart. BySoft 7 also creates a

Stacking Code from it and then directlyapplies it.
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to implement digital sheet metal processing and production management
within an order-to-delivery workflow, bystronic develops standard, integrated

software packages as well as tailor-made solutions for each individual
customer. the result: costs reduced by the amount of effort spent on manual

processing. the professional services of a large company are what make
bystronic unique. as a long-term partner, bystronic provides you with local

knowledge, experience, motivation, support, and a wide range of services. this
is the extra advantage that companies consistently identify when choosing a

partner. as a software manufacturer, bystronic offers customized solutions that
meet the specific requirements of our customers. we provide you with expert

support for selecting, purchasing, testing, and using our software in the
industries of automotive, shipbuilding, mechanical and metalworking

engineering, and power engineering. bystronic provides you with professional
service and support at every step of your project. our experts will not only

analyze and test your settings and workflows in our own specialist test centers
and laboratories, but also adapt the software settings to your particular
requirements. as a leading metal cutting and milling software vendor,

bystronic offers users a complete range of sheet metal processing solutions.
we make sure that these solutions are tailored to the user’s individual needs
and, in addition to our products and services, that you are given support from
day one. following the latest trends and innovations in the machine-tool world,

we want to put our exceptional expertise and technical knowledge at your
service. together we can achieve anything. 5ec8ef588b
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